In order to satisfy the growing demands of control performance and operation efficiency in the automatic generation control (AGC) system of a grid, a novel, intelligent predictive controller, combined with predictive control and neural network ideas, is proposed and applied to the AGC systems of thermal power units. This paper proposes a Bayesian neural network identification model for typical ultra-supercritical thermal power units, which was found to be accurate and can be used as a simulation model. Based on the model, this paper develops an intelligent predictive control for the AGC of thermal power units, which improves unit load operation and constitutes a novel, closed-loop AGC structure based on online control performance standard (CPS) evaluations. Intelligent predictive control is mainly improved because the neural network rolling optimization model replaces the traditional rolling optimization model in the rolling optimization module. The simulation results indicate that the intelligent predictive controller developed in the two-area interconnected power grid under CPS can, on the one hand, improve the load tracking performance of AGC thermal power units, and, on the other hand, the controller has strong robustness. Whether the system parameters change considerably or the AGC has different grid disturbances, the new type of the loop AGC system can still sufficiently meet the control requirements of the power grid.
Introduction
With the increasing complexity and scale of modern power system structures, more and more uncertain disturbances have brought tremendous new challenges to power grid security. It has become a pressing issue to ensure the safe and stable operation of the power grid [1, 2] . Automatic generation control (AGC) is an advanced technique used in power grid dispatching centers. Its core task is to establish closed-loop control between the power grid dispatching energy management system (EMS) and the coordinated control system (CCS) of different thermal power generation units to maintain power grid frequency within an allowable range. Therefore, AGC has been a hot spot in power system research [3] [4] [5] .
In previous research on AGC control systems, it has been difficult to establish a more accurate mathematical model because there are relatively complex nonlinear and time-varying parameters and structures in the existing interconnected power grid AGC system. Currently, traditional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers are used in Chinese AGC control strategies because they have simple structures and are easy to implement. However, serious overshooting phenomena are often detected because of the fixed parameters of the controllers. In recent years, in order to cover the shortage of traditional AGC PID controllers, many scholars have tried to apply intelligent control strategies to AGC systems, which have played a guiding role in AGC research [6] [7] [8] . Scholars have applied advanced control methods including genetic algorithms in [9] , fuzzy predictive control an AGC system is designed by combining a black-box model, trained by actual historical data from a power plant, with intelligent control and classical predictive control ideas. It avoids the error between the mathematical model of the AGC system and real data, enables a more realistic simulation, and enhances the anti-disturbance ability of the system. At first, a Bayesian neural network model for typical ultra-supercritical thermal power units was developed. Through K-fold cross-validation experiments and comparative experiments of fuzzy algorithm [25] modeling, the Bayesian neural network proved to be a more accurate simulation model. Secondly, an intelligent predictive control for thermal power units was developed, which improved unit load operations and formed a novel, closed-loop AGC structure based on online control performance standard evaluations. Finally, the experiment proved that the intelligent predictive controller developed in the two-area interconnected power grid under CPS can, on the one hand, improve the load tracking performance of thermal power units under AGC rules, and, on the other hand, the controller has strong robustness. Whether the system parameters change considerably, or different grid disturbances are added, the new type of the loop AGC system can still meet the control requirements of the power grid very well.
AGC System Structure and CPS

AGC System Structure
AGC refers to the load output instructions by the CCS of power plants according to the calculation results of the energy management system (EMS) of the power grid dispatching center, which can automatically adjust the output of each generating unit to maintain the frequency of the power grid and the exchange power of regional tie lines within the prescribed range [30, 31] . AGC can be divided into two levels: the dispatching side (decision control layer) and the power generation unit side (instruction execution layer). The AGC mainly has three parts, which are EMS, remote terminal unit (RTU), and CCS of the distributed control system (DCS) in power plants, and its structure is shown in Figure 1 . The CCS of power plants plays an important role in the realization of the AGC system. AGC can only be put into operation when the CCS of the generator units are in a normal and stable operation. Only one typical CCS of a thermal power unit is included in the unit AGC system in this paper to show the relationship between AGC and CCS clearly. The system structure model [32, 33] is shown in Figure 2 . The dispatching controller adopts a PI controller [35] ; the CCS controller adopts more advanced predictive control; the CCS model is identified by the power plant data; the generator power system model is derived from the generator energy balance equation and other related equations. H represents the value of the inertia coefficient of the generator. After multiple tests, the value of H was set to 11.845 . D is the per unit value of load regulation, that is, the change in the percentage of load when the system frequency changes by one percentage point. Because of the different characteristics and proportions of the load, the value of D will change correspondingly. In practice, D usually takes a value of one to three, indicating that when the frequency changes by one percentage point, the active power of the load will change by one to three percentage points; the system and unit frequency deviation coefficients are constants. The CCS of power plants plays an important role in the realization of the AGC system. AGC can only be put into operation when the CCS of the generator units are in a normal and stable operation. Only one typical CCS of a thermal power unit is included in the unit AGC system in this paper to show the relationship between AGC and CCS clearly. The system structure model [32, 33] is shown in Figure 2 . The dispatching controller adopts a PI controller [34] ; the CCS controller adopts more advanced predictive control; the CCS model is identified by the power plant data; the generator power system model is derived from the generator energy balance equation and other related equations. H represents the value of the inertia coefficient of the generator. After multiple tests, the value of H was set to 11.845 . D is the per unit value of load regulation, that is, the change in the percentage of load when the system frequency changes by one percentage point. Because of the different characteristics and proportions of the load, the value of D will change correspondingly. In practice, D usually takes a value of one to three, indicating that when the frequency changes by one percentage point, the active power of the load will change by one to three percentage points; the system and unit frequency deviation coefficients are constants. 
CPS
The CPS evaluation standard that was proposed by NERC in 1996 [34] mainly evaluates the control performance of the system by quantitative statistical analysis of the product of the regional control deviation, ACE, and the frequency deviation ( f Δ ) of the system in a certain period. Unlike previous control performance evaluation methods, which measure the AGC system with a single frequency deviation and the absolute size of the ACE system area with control deviation, CPS uses the product of the two as a reference, and ACE is defined as follows [36] :
In Formula (1), A f represents the actual frequency of the power grid in Hz; S f is the planned frequency of the power grid in Hz; and A P is the actual switching frequency in MW, which is the actual power algebra sum of all external tie lines in the region. S P is the planned exchange power in MW, and B is the frequency deviation coefficient of the power grid for all external tie lines in the region. The unit is MW/0.1 Hz with negative values. From Formula (1), it can be found that when ACE is positive, the frequency will rise if the region overruns at this time; when ACE is negative, the frequency will decrease when ACE is less frequent in this region. Therefore, new ACE f × Δ criteria can then be introduced: When 0 ACE f × Δ > , the frequency recovery of the system is unfavorable, requiring AGC regulation; when 0 ACE f × Δ < , the frequency recovery of the system is favorable, and AGC will not be adjusted.
CPSs include CPS1 and CPS2. CPS1 evaluates over a month or a year, and the system area control deviation ACE satisfies Equation (2) [36] :
In the formula, 1min ε represents the root mean square of the one-minute average deviation between the actual frequency and the rated frequency of the system in a year or a month, and it is a constant.
The calculation formula of the control index CPS1 is represented by Equation (3) [36] :
CF is the coordination factor in Formula (4), and its calculation formula is expressed as follows [36] , where B is taken as 20 MW/0.1 Hz: 
The CPS evaluation standard that was proposed by NERC in 1996 [35] mainly evaluates the control performance of the system by quantitative statistical analysis of the product of the regional control deviation, ACE, and the frequency deviation (∆ f ) of the system in a certain period. Unlike previous control performance evaluation methods, which measure the AGC system with a single frequency deviation and the absolute size of the ACE system area with control deviation, CPS uses the product of the two as a reference, and ACE is defined as follows [36] :
In Formula (1), f A represents the actual frequency of the power grid in Hz; f S is the planned frequency of the power grid in Hz; and P A is the actual switching frequency in MW, which is the actual power algebra sum of all external tie lines in the region.P S is the planned exchange power in MW, and B is the frequency deviation coefficient of the power grid for all external tie lines in the region. The unit is MW/0.1 Hz with negative values.
From Formula (1), it can be found that when ACE is positive, the frequency will rise if the region overruns at this time; when ACE is negative, the frequency will decrease when ACE is less frequent in this region. Therefore, new ACE × ∆ f criteria can then be introduced: When ACE × ∆ f > 0, the frequency recovery of the system is unfavorable, requiring AGC regulation; when ACE × ∆ f < 0, the frequency recovery of the system is favorable, and AGC will not be adjusted.
In the formula, ε 1min represents the root mean square of the one-minute average deviation between the actual frequency and the rated frequency of the system in a year or a month, and it is a constant.
CF is the coordination factor in Formula (4), and its calculation formula is expressed as follows [36] , where B is taken as 20 MW/0.1 Hz:
).
Energies 2019, 12, 4073 5 of 23 CPS2 indicates that in a relatively short period of time, such as one hour, the average value of ACE every 10 min must be within a specific limit (i.e., AVG(ACE 10min ) ≤ L 10 ). This limit is calculated by Equation (5) [36] , where B s is the total frequency deviation coefficient of the entire interconnected grid.ε 10min refers to the root mean square control target of the 10-min average frequency deviation of the interconnected power grid throughout the year (e.g., 0.02 Hz).
According to the analysis, when CPS1 < 100%, the ACE exceeds the prescribed range of the power grid frequency in this time; when 100 ≤ CPS1 ≤ 200%, it shows that ACE is beneficial to restore the rated frequency of the power grid in this period; and when CPS2 ≥ 90%, the system meets the CPS control index.
Design and Identification of an AGC Intelligent Control System Based on CPS
CCS is the basis of AGC, and AGC can only be put into operation when the CCS of the power generation units are in normal and stable operations. The CCS is responsible for coordinating the steam turbine and boiler to meet the grid AGC load output instructions for the power plant, as there is the complex and strong coupling between the steam turbine and boiler in a thermal power unit.
In this paper, a Bayesian neural network is first used to identify a reliable CCS model using historical operation data. The CCS model can be used as the real power unit in the simulation. Secondly, an AGC intelligent predictive control system is designed under the CPS using a fusion of artificial intelligence and classical predictive control ideas. Finally, the control performance of the new AGC system was evaluated by the CPS. The structure of a simplified AGC system with only one thermal power unit under the CPS is shown in Figure 3 . ε refers to the root mean square control target of the 10-min average frequency deviation of the interconnected power grid throughout the year (e.g., 0.02 Hz). 10 10 min 1.65 ( 10 ) ( 10 )
According to the analysis, when % 100 1 < CPS , the ACE exceeds the prescribed range of the power grid frequency in this time; when
, it shows that ACE is beneficial to restore the rated frequency of the power grid in this period; and when % 90 2 ≥ CPS , the system meets the CPS control index.
In this paper, a Bayesian neural network is first used to identify a reliable CCS model using historical operation data. The CCS model can be used as the real power unit in the simulation. Secondly, an AGC intelligent predictive control system is designed under the CPS using a fusion of artificial intelligence and classical predictive control ideas. Finally, the control performance of the new AGC system was evaluated by the CPS. The structure of a simplified AGC system with only one thermal power unit under the CPS is shown in Figure 3 .
CCS Model for Bayesian Neural Network Identification
Power grid dispatch controller 
CCS Structure and Identification of AGC System
For the coordinated control system in AGC, the structure is also different for generating units with different capacities. For example, through a comparative analysis of subcritical units and supercritical units, subcritical units need to exist in the form of a steam-water mixture, so subcritical units require the use of a drum boiler. However, supercritical units operate using direct gasification, so they require the use of a once-through boiler. In system modeling, for the once-through boiler, the coal supply, water supply flow, and opening of the steam turbine valve will affect the length of each heated section in the steam water process, resulting in changes to parameters such as the actual power, superheated steam temperature, and main steam pressure [37] . Because the response of the main steam temperature at the outlet of the boiler to the boiler instructions is delayed considerably, an intermediate temperature (outlet temperature of the steam-water separator) is generally regarded 
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The two basic concepts of Bayesian theorem are prior distribution and posterior distribution. The key to the Bayesian inference method is that any inference must be based on a posterior distribution rather than on a sample distribution. When event A and event B are independent of each other, the greater the probability of B being observed, that is, the greater the prior probability of B, then the Energies 2019, 12, 4073 7 of 23 smaller the positive effect of B on the probability of occurrence of A is [29] . The Bayesian theorem is re-expressed as follows:
In Formula (6), θ is an estimating parameter; x is sample information; π(θ) is the prior distribution density function of θ;π(θ|x ) is the posterior distribution density function of θ, which is an adjustment of the occurrence probability after new samples appear; p(x) and p(x|θ ) are density functions of x, where p(x) is a normalization factor as follows [29] :
It can be expressed as: Prior distribution π(θ)+ sample information x→posterior distribution π(θ|x ) The ultimate goal of neural network training is to find the right weight vector ω in order to get the minimum root mean square error E. According to the Bayesian principle, the posterior probability of the weight vector is as shown in Formula (8) [29] :
In Formula (8), P(ω) is a prior probability distribution of weight vector ω, P(D ω) is a likelihood function, and P(D) is the distribution of samples and is constant and independent of ω. Suppose that the prior distribution of ω is an exponential distribution as shown in Formula (9):
Assuming that the target value is y, the likelihood function is as follows:
where, Z D (β) is a normalization factor, and β is a superparametric. As can be seen from Formulas (9) and (10), the posterior probability distribution is:
where, S(ω) represents the regular error function, and Z s (α, β) is a normalization factor, so:
If the weight matrix ω causes the posterior distribution probability P(ω D) to take the maximum value, then S(ω) takes the minimum value at this point. Thus, the weight optimization problem is transformed into the solution of the minimum problem.
The data at the current moment and the first five moments are taken as neuronal input to establish the relationship in state space and consider the influence at a certain time. There are 15 neurons in the input layer, and the input U of neurons can be expressed as:
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. . .
Among them,
The number of neurons in the hidden layer cannot be calculated according to the theory. According to the results of many experiments, it is set to 23. The weight matrix from the input layer to the first hidden layer is ω 1 , and the activation functions are hyperbolic tangent functions.
The weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer is ω 2 , and the positive proportion function is chosen as the excitation function. Bayesian neural network modeling is shown in Figure 6 . The optimization procedure of Bayesian neural network modeling algorithm is shown in Table 1 .
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The weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer is 2 ω , and the positive proportion function is chosen as the excitation function. Bayesian neural network modeling is shown in Figure  6 . The optimization procedure of Bayesian neural network modeling algorithm is shown in Table. 1. Figure 6 . The Bayesian neural network modeling process. Step 1: Load original input and output data;
Step 2: Data denoising, zero initialization, and normalization;
Step 3: Sample selection using the nearest neighbor method;
Step 4: Normalize the sample and saving the normalized parameters;
Step 5: Data set classification;
Step 6: Initialize network weights , and thresholds , ;
Step 7: Set up learning rate, learning times, and training network;
Step 8: Calculate the output based on the current weight;
Step 9: Judge whether the mean variance is less than 10 −5 or has reached learning times. If yes, take the next step; if no, repeat Steps 7-9; Step10: K-fold cross-validation error and accuracy.
Based on the historical operation data of a 1000 MW ultra-supercritical unit, opening of the steam turbine valve, the water supply flow, and coal supply were collected as the inputs of the model, and the actual power, intermediate point temperature, and main steam pressure were taken as the outputs Step 1: Load original input and output data;
Step 6: Initialize network weights W 1 , W 2 and thresholds B 1 , B 2 ;
Step 9: Judge whether the mean variance is less than 10 −5 or has reached learning times. If yes, take the next step; if no, repeat Steps 7-9;
Step 10: K-fold cross-validation error and accuracy. After preprocessing all data, such as zero initialization, denoising, normalization, and so on, the nearest neighbor method was used to select 15,000 sets of data for the sample data, and the rest of the data were used as test data using the Bayesian neural network algorithm. The training results are shown in Figure 8 . Main steam pressure After preprocessing all data, such as zero initialization, denoising, normalization, and so on, the nearest neighbor method was used to select 15,000 sets of data for the sample data, and the rest of the data were used as test data using the Bayesian neural network algorithm. The training results are shown in Figure 8 . After preprocessing all data, such as zero initialization, denoising, normalization, and so on, the nearest neighbor method was used to select 15,000 sets of data for the sample data, and the rest of the data were used as test data using the Bayesian neural network algorithm. The training results are shown in Figure 8 . Main steam pressure It can be clearly observed that the training errors of the actual power and main steam pressure by the Bayesian neural network methods were small, while the training error of the intermediate point temperature was larger, especially during rapid decline or rise. The reason for this problem is that the output of CCS has a strong coupling relationship. When the actual power and main steam pressures are functioning at their best, the intermediate point temperature will be slightly inferior to ensure that all the output results remain at their best. After model training was completed, the rest of the data were subjected to a verification test, and the test results are shown in Figure 9 . It can be clearly observed that the training errors of the actual power and main steam pressure by the Bayesian neural network methods were small, while the training error of the intermediate point temperature was larger, especially during rapid decline or rise. The reason for this problem is that the output of CCS has a strong coupling relationship. When the actual power and main steam pressures are functioning at their best, the intermediate point temperature will be slightly inferior to ensure that all the output results remain at their best. After model training was completed, the rest of the data were subjected to a verification test, and the test results are shown in Figure 9 . The training error of the Bayesian neural network decreased rapidly from 2780 to 153 in the first 1000 generations and then changed slowly to an optimal value until the end of training. The final error was 7.4576. The training results indicated that the Bayesian neural network had weak advantages in the testing stage. However, the model error was still small, and the convergence speed of the Bayesian neural network was fast.
The performance of the model needed to be evaluated using corresponding performance indices. This paper used the K-fold cross-validation method, which is usually used in engineering to verify the error and accuracy of the model, in order to evaluate the identification model trained by the Bayesian neural network. The model never used any information related to the test set during the Kfold cross-validation analysis, so the performance of the final model in the test set was more reflective of its true performance. At the same time, over-fitting problems of the model could be improved because the test model ultimately selected the model with the best performance in the verification set rather than the training set. The K-fold cross-validation procedures are as follows:
Step 1: The original data were randomly divided into K parts, and this paper used K = 4;
Step 2: One part was selected as the validation set, and the remaining K-1 was selected as the training set to train the model. After training, a model was obtained, and the model was verified with its corresponding verification set while, at the same time, recording the error and accuracy of K-fold cross-validation; Step 3: Step 2 was repeated K times, and the average of error and accuracy of K-fold crossvalidation were calculated. This ensured that each subset had the opportunity to serve as a verification set and a training set so that the training and verification samples were distributed uniformly;
Step 4: Test sets were used to test the trained identification model and record the error and accuracy of K-fold cross-validation. The training error of the Bayesian neural network decreased rapidly from 2780 to 153 in the first 1000 generations and then changed slowly to an optimal value until the end of training. The final error was 7.4576. The training results indicated that the Bayesian neural network had weak advantages in the testing stage. However, the model error was still small, and the convergence speed of the Bayesian neural network was fast.
The performance of the model needed to be evaluated using corresponding performance indices. This paper used the K-fold cross-validation method, which is usually used in engineering to verify the error and accuracy of the model, in order to evaluate the identification model trained by the Bayesian neural network. The model never used any information related to the test set during the K-fold cross-validation analysis, so the performance of the final model in the test set was more reflective of its true performance. At the same time, over-fitting problems of the model could be improved because the test model ultimately selected the model with the best performance in the verification set rather than the training set. The K-fold cross-validation procedures are as follows:
Step 2: One part was selected as the validation set, and the remaining K-1 was selected as the training set to train the model. After training, a model was obtained, and the model was verified with its corresponding verification set while, at the same time, recording the error and accuracy of K-fold cross-validation; Step 3: Step 2 was repeated K times, and the average of error and accuracy of K-fold cross-validation were calculated. This ensured that each subset had the opportunity to serve as a verification set and a training set so that the training and verification samples were distributed uniformly;
Step 4: Test sets were used to test the trained identification model and record the error and accuracy of K-fold cross-validation.
According to the above steps, the error and accuracy of K-fold cross-validation and its mean value obtained by K-fold training are shown in Table 2 . The results of using the test sets to test the identification model were a K-fold cross-validation error of 2.0053 and an accuracy of 92%. According to the above cross-validation results, the Bayesian neural network identification method studied in this paper can be applied to the CCS.
In order to further prove the reliability of the Bayesian neural network model, this paper compared it with the fuzzy model proposed by Wu X et al. [25] . The concrete results are shown in Figures 10-13 .
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The CCS model of the AGC system established in this paper is a black-box model trained by the neural network. Then, the structure of the AGC intelligent predictive controller was designed by The prediction model refers to the dynamic model of the system, which can predict future time outputs with knowledge of future time inputs. Rolling optimization refers to finding the optimal control sequences that can optimize the objective function with the current state of the system and the prediction model in each sampling period, and the first element of the optimal control sequence is implemented in the controlled process. Feedback correction is primarily used to compensate for the prediction error and model mismatch. The CCS model of the AGC system established in this paper is a black-box model trained by the neural network. Then, the structure of the AGC intelligent predictive controller was designed by combining artificial intelligence and classical predictive control ideas, as shown in Figure 14 . Similar to the general predictive control structure in Figure 13 , a neural network predictive model, feedback correction, and rolling optimization by neural network methods constituted the new AGC intelligent predictive control system. In Figure 13 , ZOH refers to the zero-order keeper, which functioned by keeping the current sampling data until the next moment. combining artificial intelligence and classical predictive control ideas, as shown in Figure 14 . Similar to the general predictive control structure in Figure 13 , a neural network predictive model, feedback correction, and rolling optimization by neural network methods constituted the new AGC intelligent predictive control system. In Figure 13 , ZOH refers to the zero-order keeper, which functioned by keeping the current sampling data until the next moment. Figure 14 . Diagram of the AGC intelligent prediction control system.
(1) Neural Network Predictive Model
As the primary element in predictive control, the task of the prediction model is based on the inputs of CCS at the current k-time, the next (k + 1) moment, and the output of the system at the ktime, which predicts the k + 1 output. In this paper, an accurate CCS simulation model was obtained through Bayesian network identification, as the effect of the prediction model was completely consistent with the effect of the Bayesian network model in CCS identification. Therefore, the mean square deviation of the known Bayesian neural network model was taken as the objective function of the model prediction network. The topological structure of the model prediction neural network is shown in Figure 15 . Then, in the topological structure of the model prediction neural network, the current time control quantity u(k), the future time control quantity u(k + 1), and the current time output quantity ( ) are the inputs of the prediction model. The output prediction value ( + 1) of the k + 1 time is the output of the prediction model. In addition, the mean square errors of the prediction output and the output of the CCS identification models are chosen as the objective functions.
(2) Feedback Correction (1) Neural Network Predictive Model
As the primary element in predictive control, the task of the prediction model is based on the inputs of CCS at the current k-time, the next (k + 1) moment, and the output of the system at the k-time, which predicts the k + 1 output. In this paper, an accurate CCS simulation model was obtained through Bayesian network identification, as the effect of the prediction model was completely consistent with the effect of the Bayesian network model in CCS identification. Therefore, the mean square deviation of the known Bayesian neural network model was taken as the objective function of the model prediction network. The topological structure of the model prediction neural network is shown in Figure 15 . combining artificial intelligence and classical predictive control ideas, as shown in Figure 14 . Similar to the general predictive control structure in Figure 13 , a neural network predictive model, feedback correction, and rolling optimization by neural network methods constituted the new AGC intelligent predictive control system. In Figure 13 , ZOH refers to the zero-order keeper, which functioned by keeping the current sampling data until the next moment. Figure 14 . Diagram of the AGC intelligent prediction control system.
(2) Feedback Correction Then, in the topological structure of the model prediction neural network, the current time control quantity u(k), the future time control quantity u(k + 1), and the current time output quantity y m (k) are the inputs of the prediction model. The output prediction value y m (k + 1) of the k + 1 time is the output of the prediction model. In addition, the mean square errors of the prediction output and the output of the CCS identification models are chosen as the objective functions.
(2) Feedback Correction
In the actual operation of power plants, there are always uncontrollable disturbances or unexpected situations, which lead to errors in model prediction. Feedback correction is achieved by collecting the output y(k) of the actual object. Deviation e m (k) is used to correct the predicted output y m (k) of the existing predictive model [38] , and the output value of the predictive model can be adjusted in real-time according to the actual process. e m (k) = y(k) − y m (k). (17) After feedback correction, the output of the prediction model is revised from y m (k + 1) to y p (k + 1) [38] . In Formula (11) , h is the error correction coefficient [39] , whose value is adjusted according to the actual operation of the specific system.
(
3) Neural Network Rolling Optimization
The core idea of predictive control is to decompose a long-term optimal control problem into several short-term optimization problems. By selecting the predictive horizon, rolling optimization achieves the optimal control sequences in each short-term period. The fundamental difference between intelligent predictive control and classical predictive control lies in the design of the rolling optimization module. This paper chose the neural network algorithm for rolling optimization, and its topology is shown in Figure 16 . 38] . In Formula (11) , h is the error correction coefficient [39] , whose value is adjusted according to the actual operation of the specific system. The core idea of predictive control is to decompose a long-term optimal control problem into several short-term optimization problems. By selecting the predictive horizon, rolling optimization achieves the optimal control sequences in each short-term period. The fundamental difference between intelligent predictive control and classical predictive control lies in the design of the rolling optimization module. This paper chose the neural network algorithm for rolling optimization, and its topology is shown in Figure 16 . 
In the actual operation of power plants, in order to ensure the safety and efficiency of equipment, step jump reference signals are generally not allowed. Thus, the general expression of the reference trajectory after smoothing is as follows: 
In the AGC system, the above intelligent predictive control strategy was used as the control mode of CCS. However, the traditional PI control mode was still used in the power grid dispatching controller. The complete AGC feedback control system was composed of a traditional PI control The inputs of the rolling optimization module are the current time control value u(k), the current time output value y p (k), and the current time setpoint value r(k). The objective function, as shown in Formula (19) [40] , minimizes the sum of squares of errors between the setpoint values r(k + i) and the output values y p (k + d) of the predictive model. By on-line learning, the next control value u(k + 1) can be predicted.
In the actual operation of power plants, in order to ensure the safety and efficiency of equipment, step jump reference signals are generally not allowed. Thus, the general expression of the reference trajectory after smoothing is as follows:
In the AGC system, the above intelligent predictive control strategy was used as the control mode of CCS. However, the traditional PI control mode was still used in the power grid dispatching controller. The complete AGC feedback control system was composed of a traditional PI control mode, a generator power system model, and a regional deviation coefficient. The specific steps of the intelligent predictive control algorithm were shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . The specific steps of the intelligent predictive control algorithm.
Step 1: Initialize time t = k, r(k), y p (k), u(k), y m (k);
Step 2: Predict the output according to T, P T , N e CCS outputs and calculate the error;
Step 3: Correct predicted values through feedback correction;
Step 4: Calculate the reference trajectories;
Step 5: Apply the neural network rolling optimization method to solve the open-loop optimization problem of the objective function [Formulas (3) and (5)] of CPS;
Step 6: Obtain the predicted output of the controller at the current time;
Step 7: At the next sampling time k + 1, repeat Steps 1-6.
CPS Control Principle in a Multi-Area, Interconnected Power Grid
The actual operating power system is a large-scale system mainly composed of multiple regional power grids, and mutual power support is provided between different areas through tie lines. If multiple units are interconnected, tie lines and frequency bias control (TBC) are used to form the TBC-TBC mode of the interconnected grid for ACE.
In the TBC-TBC mode, frequency fluctuations are small when the parameters are selected reasonably. No matter where the load disturbance occurs, there will be no control actions in other areas except the in the disturbance area. In effect, balancing the real-time load disturbance can be realized. In a modern interconnected power grid, if the capacity of the frequency modulation units in each area is sufficient, this control mode is generally adopted. When load disturbance occurs in the system, the active power of the units can be regulated by the AGC system. Finally, ACE caused by power exchanges and frequency deviations of tie lines can be stabilized to zero, and the following formula is calculated [31] :
Therefore, the following can be obtained:
According to the requirements of CPS, it is hoped that CPS1 will be greater than 200% for as long as possible, or when meeting the requirements of CPS2, the relationship will be 100 ≤ CPS1 ≤ 200%. Therefore, it is desirable for the value of CF to be a negative or positive value that is as small as possible. It can be known from Equation (22) that CF has a negative value, and ∆P tie and ∆ f can only have opposite signs, so ∆P tie and ∆ f have opposite physical meanings.
When the increased load leads to a lower frequency in the area, ∆ f is negative. At this time, other areas are required to support power generation in the area.∆P tie is positive, and the power generated in the area is increased so that the frequency increases and returns to the set value.
When the decreased load leads to a higher frequency in the area, ∆ f is positive. At this time, the area can support power in other areas. If ∆P tie is negative, the power generated in the area is reduced so that the frequency is reduced and returns to the set value.
In summary, when ∆ f and ∆P tie are opposite, it is very beneficial to the stability of the grid frequency, and the CPS index evaluation criteria are confirmed. Conversely, when ∆ f and ∆P tie are the same, it indicates that the adjustment behavior of the region at this time will endanger the stability of the grid frequency, so ∆P tie × ∆ f must be made as small as possible. ∆ f 2 reflects the requirement for frequency deviation, which is positive in itself, so it must be as small as possible.
According to the characteristics of traditional CPS PI controllers, the power system is predicted and controlled by a new system, including an intelligent model predictive controller, a CPS real-time monitoring system, and long-term historical data set, which lead to good robustness and adaptability. The control structure of a region in a multi-region, interconnected system is shown in Figure 17 .
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Simulation Analysis of the AGC Intelligent Predictive Control System Based on CPS
Test and Simulation of the Response Capability of the AGC system
The model of the 1000 MW turbine of a power plant was N1000-26.25/600/600 (TC4F), the main steam pressure rating was 26.25 MPa, and the frequency was limited from 47.5 Hz to 51.5 Hz. In the simulation test, the steam turbine was set to work under the sliding pressure mode, and both the unit load response and adjustment capability of the AGC system were tested.
The change of power of the unit was realized by adjusting the magnitude of the main steam pressure when a steam turbine operated under sliding pressure. As a result, the main steam pressure change was synchronized with the change of power of the unit. In the simulation test of this paper, the AGC load demand for the thermal power unit started by increasing the rated load by 10%, from 750 MW to 850 MW, and it increased again by 5%, from 850 MW to 900 MW, after running for 100 min. Two hundred minutes later, the AGC load demand decreased by 40%, from 900 MW to 600 MW. The intermediate point temperature setpoint remained unchanged, and the turbine pressure setpoint changed with the load demand. Results are shown in Figure 18 , which indicate that the actual unit power output could quickly follow the changes of the load demand. It also shows that, after receiving the load demand, the steam turbine reacted faster than the boiler, which was reflected in the fluctuation of the intermediate point temperature.
During the simulation test process, the load overshoot was less than 2 MW, the frequency error accuracy was less than 0.2% e P , the main steam pressure fluctuation was small, and the intermediate point temperature was also within the allowable range. The AGC load demand response time was fast, which was within 10 s, and the adjustment time was about 9.3 min, which met the adjustment requirements.
Through the above analysis, it can be seen that AGC intelligent predictive control could realize the online automatic adjustments of CCS parameters. In addition, AGC intelligent predictive control enabled the system to track the AGC load demand more quickly so that the control performance of the entire closed-loop AGC system could be improved. 
Simulation Analysis of the AGC Intelligent Predictive Control System Based on CPS
Test and Simulation of the Response Capability of the AGC system
During the simulation test process, the load overshoot was less than 2 MW, the frequency error accuracy was less than 0.2% P e , the main steam pressure fluctuation was small, and the intermediate point temperature was also within the allowable range. The AGC load demand response time was fast, which was within 10 s, and the adjustment time was about 9.3 min, which met the adjustment requirements.
Analysis of the Control Effecst of Two Interconnected Units under CPS
According to NERC regulations, the performance of the regional AGC was evaluated according to CPS1 and CPS2 standards for the control area [33] . The control indexes should reach Figure 19 , there were two AGC units in the grid. White noise disturbance lasting 200 min was added to the generator side of unit A at ∆ , and the overall range was approximately −20 MW to 20 MW. No disturbance was added to unit B, and no load change instructions were added to the two units. At this time, the frequency deviation ∆f curves of the two units changed, as shown in Figure 20 . When the disturbance was added, the frequency of unit B was significantly disturbed and changed rapidly. Under this change, unit B still compensated unit A and then changed with the frequency 
According to NERC regulations, the performance of the regional AGC was evaluated according to CPS1 and CPS2 standards for the control area [33] . The control indexes should reach CPS1 ≥ 100% and CPS2 ≥ 90%. In connecting A and B units, area A and area B adopt tied line power frequency deviation control (TBC) to form the TBC-TBC mode of the interconnected power grid for ACE. In the simulation, as shown in Figure 19 , there were two AGC units in the grid. White noise disturbance lasting 200 min was added to the generator side of unit A at ∆P f , and the overall range was approximately −20 MW to 20 MW. No disturbance was added to unit B, and no load change instructions were added to the two units. 
According to NERC regulations, the performance of the regional AGC was evaluated according to CPS1 and CPS2 standards for the control area [33] . The control indexes should reach Figure 19 , there were two AGC units in the grid. White noise disturbance lasting 200 min was added to the generator side of unit A at ∆ , and the overall range was approximately −20 MW to 20 MW. No disturbance was added to unit B, and no load change instructions were added to the two units. The variation curve of CPS1 under power disturbance to the generator side is shown in Figure  21 . It can be clearly seen that after the unit A side was disturbed, the unit A CPS1 also had a corresponding change. When its CPS1 index value dropped below 200%, the CPS1 value of unit B rose randomly to about 206%. This showed that the ACE of unit B was beneficial to recover the frequency to the rated value at this time, and, to a certain extent, it could help unit A to maintain frequency stability of the entire regional network. The variation curve of CPS2 under power disturbance to the generator side is shown in Figure  22 . The average ACE was calculated once a minute in simulation, and the CPS2 standard was checked every 14 min. There were 14 checks in 200 min. The CPS2 of Unit A and unit B each had values two times less than 90%. Deviation between the simulation and the actual situation was considered, the threshold value was set differently in each grid, and sometimes the assessment adjusted them by 1.5 times. At the same time, all other indicators were within the required range, so the simulation results of the CPS2 standard were also within the normal range, indicating that the predictive control of the AGC model still had better control effects. The variation curve of CPS1 under power disturbance to the generator side is shown in Figure 21 . It can be clearly seen that after the unit A side was disturbed, the unit A CPS1 also had a corresponding change. When its CPS1 index value dropped below 200%, the CPS1 value of unit B rose randomly to about 206%. This showed that the ACE of unit B was beneficial to recover the frequency to the rated value at this time, and, to a certain extent, it could help unit A to maintain frequency stability of the entire regional network. The variation curve of CPS1 under power disturbance to the generator side is shown in Figure  21 . It can be clearly seen that after the unit A side was disturbed, the unit A CPS1 also had a corresponding change. When its CPS1 index value dropped below 200%, the CPS1 value of unit B rose randomly to about 206%. This showed that the ACE of unit B was beneficial to recover the frequency to the rated value at this time, and, to a certain extent, it could help unit A to maintain frequency stability of the entire regional network. The variation curve of CPS2 under power disturbance to the generator side is shown in Figure  22 . The average ACE was calculated once a minute in simulation, and the CPS2 standard was checked every 14 min. There were 14 checks in 200 min. The CPS2 of Unit A and unit B each had values two times less than 90%. Deviation between the simulation and the actual situation was considered, the threshold value was set differently in each grid, and sometimes the assessment adjusted them by 1.5 times. At the same time, all other indicators were within the required range, so the simulation results of the CPS2 standard were also within the normal range, indicating that the predictive control of the AGC model still had better control effects. The variation curve of CPS2 under power disturbance to the generator side is shown in Figure 22 . The average ACE was calculated once a minute in simulation, and the CPS2 standard was checked every 14 min. There were 14 checks in 200 min. The CPS2 of Unit A and unit B each had values two times less than 90%. Deviation between the simulation and the actual situation was considered, the threshold value was set differently in each grid, and sometimes the assessment adjusted them by 1.5 times. At the same time, all other indicators were within the required range, so the simulation results of the CPS2 standard were also within the normal range, indicating that the predictive control of the AGC model still had better control effects. Tie lines are important links in regional interconnected power grids. It is also necessary to verify the impact of tie line disturbances on regional units. When units A and B were running stably and white noise was added to the tie line power, the disturbance range was about −10 MW to 10 MW. The variation curve of the simulation is shown in Figure 23 . The range of variation was about −0.00148 Hz to 0.00138 Hz, which was within the allowable range of the system. The CPS1 curve under tie line power disturbance is shown in Figure 24 . The changes of CPS1 of the two units were consistent, and the range of variation was between 195% and 204.8%, which could meet the requirements of the index. Tie lines are important links in regional interconnected power grids. It is also necessary to verify the impact of tie line disturbances on regional units. When units A and B were running stably and white noise was added to the tie line power, the disturbance range was about −10 MW to 10 MW. The variation curve of the simulation is shown in Figure 23 . The range of variation was about −0.00148 Hz to 0.00138 Hz, which was within the allowable range of the system. Tie lines are important links in regional interconnected power grids. It is also necessary to verify the impact of tie line disturbances on regional units. When units A and B were running stably and white noise was added to the tie line power, the disturbance range was about −10 MW to 10 MW. The variation curve of the simulation is shown in Figure 23 . The range of variation was about −0.00148 Hz to 0.00138 Hz, which was within the allowable range of the system. The CPS1 curve under tie line power disturbance is shown in Figure 24 . The changes of CPS1 of the two units were consistent, and the range of variation was between 195% and 204.8%, which could meet the requirements of the index. The CPS1 curve under tie line power disturbance is shown in Figure 24 . The changes of CPS1 of the two units were consistent, and the range of variation was between 195% and 204.8%, which could meet the requirements of the index. Tie lines are important links in regional interconnected power grids. It is also necessary to verify the impact of tie line disturbances on regional units. When units A and B were running stably and white noise was added to the tie line power, the disturbance range was about −10 MW to 10 MW. The variation curve of the simulation is shown in Figure 23 . The range of variation was about −0.00148 Hz to 0.00138 Hz, which was within the allowable range of the system. The CPS1 curve under tie line power disturbance is shown in Figure 24 . The changes of CPS1 of the two units were consistent, and the range of variation was between 195% and 204.8%, which could meet the requirements of the index. The CPS2 curve under tie line power disturbance is shown in Figure 25 . The average value of ACE was calculated once a minute in simulation, and the CPS2 standard was checked every 14 min. Within 200 min, unit A had a value two times less than 90%, unit B had a value three times, and the overall index was above 85%, which basically met the requirements of power grid control. The CPS2 curve under tie line power disturbance is shown in Figure 25 . The average value of ACE was calculated once a minute in simulation, and the CPS2 standard was checked every 14 min. Within 200 min, unit A had a value two times less than 90%, unit B had a value three times, and the overall index was above 85%, which basically met the requirements of power grid control. 
Conclusions
Through the above theoretical derivation and simulation, the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) According to the field data, a CCS model was obtained through Bayesian neural network identification, which was regarded as the real model of the system. Through K-fold crossvalidation and algorithm comparison experiments, the results showed that the Bayesian neural network had good recognition effect, and it was suitable for identifying CCS systems. (2) An AGC intelligent predictive controller based on CPS was designed and combined with predictive control and neural network ideas. It could improve the control performance of the system and achieved a good load, following effects under a sliding pressure operation mode. (3) By introducing a CPS performance evaluation index that combined regional frequency and unit frequency deviations in detail, a two-unit interconnected simulation environment was established. The control effects of the AGC system under generator side and tie line power disturbances were simulated and analyzed. Results showed that the impact of AGC intelligent predictive control met the relevant regulations on load, frequency, and CPS index. It also pointed out that the evaluation of AGC control performance according to CPS1 and CPS2 standards was more suitable for the requirements of current power grid control.
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(1) According to the field data, a CCS model was obtained through Bayesian neural network identification, which was regarded as the real model of the system. Through K-fold cross-validation and algorithm comparison experiments, the results showed that the Bayesian neural network had good recognition effect, and it was suitable for identifying CCS systems. (2) An AGC intelligent predictive controller based on CPS was designed and combined with predictive control and neural network ideas. It could improve the control performance of the system and achieved a good load, following effects under a sliding pressure operation mode. (3) By introducing a CPS performance evaluation index that combined regional frequency and unit frequency deviations in detail, a two-unit interconnected simulation environment was established. The control effects of the AGC system under generator side and tie line power disturbances were simulated and analyzed. Results showed that the impact of AGC intelligent predictive control met the relevant regulations on load, frequency, and CPS index. It also pointed out that the evaluation of AGC control performance according to CPS1 and CPS2 standards was more suitable for the requirements of current power grid control. weight matrix from the input layer to the first hidden layer TBC tie-line and frequency bias control ω 2 weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer DCS distributed control system P(ω) a prior probability distribution of weight vector ZOH zero-order holder
